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Guidelines for getting your phonological analysis started
Lolke van der Veen – Pither Medjo Mvé

The following outline provides an overview of theoretical and practical aspects of the different

(initial) stages of phonological analysis: carrying out preliminary inquiries, performing phonetic
transcription and analysis, getting the analysis started. This outline should not be regarded as
exhaustive and will need to be adapted to specific situations. It is a general plan of action.
Basic, general advice:
9

Be as rigorous, meticulous and accurate as possible (transcription, data management and

storage, analysis, description). Doing a phonological analysis is a task that combines specific
analytical skills, techniques and reasoning (problem solving)1.
9

Take your time (as often as possible!), be patient and stay on good terms with your

consultants.

As for transcription activities: observe (watching and listening) carefully2. Repeat occasionally (bad

pronunciation habits easily get installed). Always carefully observe your consultant’s reaction: it is
often a useful source of information. Phonetic transcription is a necessary but time-consuming
activity.

1. Preliminary sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic inquiries
1.1. Sociolinguistic inquiry (implies extensive documentation before (preferably!) and also during

fieldwork). Complementary methods: documentary research, observation in situ, interviews,
questionnaires.

1.1.1.

Name(s) of the language and, if necessary, name(s) of the ethnolinguistic community.

If possible, distinguish between exonyms (names attributed by others) and endonyms
(self-attributed names).

1.1.2.

(Estimated) number of speakers: First language (L1), second language (L2), etc.;

fluent speakers, semi-speakers, etc. (Note that data provided by The Ethnologue is often

unreliable in this respect.)

1

Textbooks such as Odden (2005) provide introductions to the type of reasoning that typically applies to the task of solving a

phonological problem.
2

Hardison, Debra M. (2007). The visual element in phonological perception and learning. In Pennington, Martha C. (ed.)

Phonology in Context. This study may also be profitable for linguists who start working on the phonology of an unknown or
poorly known language.
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1.1.3.

Estimation of the vitality of the language. Use, for instance, the UNESCO criteria

1.1.4.

Geography and spatial distribution of speakers (towns, villages, distances between

(Krauss et al. 2003) to evaluate the present-day situation.

localities, accessibility of localities); extent of mobility of speakers. Start collecting
and/or drawing maps. Use GPS coordinates collected in the field to prepare precise
maps.

1.1.5.

Classification of the language: phylum, group, subgroup, etc. Reliability of this

classification. Extent of internal diversification (dialects, sociolects).
¾

It may be interesting to check how the speakers themselves “classify” and/or

categorize their language. E.g. Many Fang speakers consider their language as
being directly related to Ancient Egyptian (an extinct Semitic language belonging
1.1.6.

to the Afro-Asiatic phylum)!

Known typological features: e.g. sound inventories, tone, noun classes. Get yourself

well prepared by going through all the relevant publications and, if possible, attend
further, more specific in-depth training (e.g. areal courses).

1.1.7.

If relevant, neighbouring languages and their main typological features. Describe the

linguistic situation as accurately as possible. What is the speakers’ attitude towards
these neighbouring languages? If relevant, what is the extent of borrowing from these
languages? [Possible relevance of contact phonology3.]

1.1.8.

Extent of multilingualism (the speakers’ linguistic resources or repertoire). What is

the speakers’ attitude towards each of the spoken languages? (Dominant and dominated
languages.) [Possible relevance of contact phonology2.]

1.1.9.

Information about social and economic organization: possible impact of social

stratification, kinship, professional activities on language and language use.

1.1.10. Information about socio-cultural constraints and taboos: possible impact on language
use, vocabulary, etc..

1.1.11. Known pragmatic features (socio-cultural norms) related to speech habits: male vs.
female, old vs. young, etc.

1.1.12. History of the group: migration stories (often oral traditions!) about mobility and
origin(s) in the past.

1.2. Consultants and ethnolinguistic profiles (during fieldwork)
1.2.1.

How many consultants? The answer to this question depends on many factors such as

1.2.2.

A general rule: Aim for representativeness, and therefore vary, as much as possible,

objective, time, money, availability of consultants.

age, sex, social status, extent of mastery of language skills (only the ideal speaker
possesses all the skills!), etc.

1.2.3.

For each consultant, establish a detailed ethnolinguistic profile (cf. example provided

in Appendix 1 of this document: Pither MEDJO MVE). All this carefully collected

3

Smith, Norval (2007). Contact phonology. In Pennington, Martha C. (ed.) Phonology in Context, pp. 76-108 (chapter 4). (See

PDF file.). Also Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005), chapter 3.
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information about the consultants and their place within the community may be useful
at some later stage of your work.

2. Steps in phonological analysis
2.1. Preliminaries. Have clear objectives and sound representations: What do you what to

achieve? What are your theoretical assumptions about language? What are your theoretical
assumptions about phonology? What is your basic approach to phonology?

2.1.1.

Major objective: (a) study the speech sounds and the sound structure (patterns) of a

given language, (b) make generalisations about the function and the distribution of the

sounds of this language, (c) make generalisations (uncovering underlying principles)
about the sound patterns that occur in the speakers’ productions4.
¾
¾

There are three basic kinds of patterns: contrasts, alternations, phonotactics.

One may want to distinguish between allophonic variation and alternation. This
distinction is not explicitly made by (all) generative phonologists.

¾

Phonotactics and horizontal contrasts are part of the syntagmatic dimension,

whereas vertical contrasts and alternations are part of the paradigmatic
dimension.

2.1.2.

What are you going to describe? Part of the linguistic practice (performance) of one

2.1.3.

One should never forget that languages do not exist as such, i.e. as essences. They

or more speakers of the language, not THE language.

are theoretical, historical constructions5. Linguists and teachers are interested in them,

for scientific and/or pedagogic reasons: the language as a system (cf. grammar). In fact,
a community’s language is the way the members of this community speak with one
another (performance-based approach).

2.1.4.

One expects a considerable amount of variation (unmarked situation). All linguistic

practice is variable by virtue of its significance for the ongoing construction of identity
in social interaction. Linguistic practice is in certain cases so complex that it is hard to
conceal that it has several different historical origins.

2.1.5.

One more important aspect: frequency of use. Bybee (2001) has proposed a

promising approach to phonology: frequency-based phonology. Although this approach
needs much more elaborate corpora and much longer observation and study, never

refrain from introducing statistics (token and type frequency) into your analysis: some

sounds and/or structures are frequent, others less. It is important to take this into
account.

2.1.6.

What about the metalinguistic awareness of the speakers? Native-speaker intuition

may sometimes provide useful information for analysis. Linguistic activities such as

4

As a phonologist, one may also be interested, as a matter of fact, in crosslinguistic comparison.

5

Cf. Risager, Karen (2006). Language and Culture. Global Flows and Local Complexity. Clevedon: Multilingual Matters Ltd, pp.

81-85.
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poetry (e.g. rhyme games) and language games (e.g. inversion of syllables within

words) may be explored in order to test this metalinguistic awareness within a given

speech community. The issue: To what extent the speakers are they aware of the sound
patterns? Alphabetism may play a more or less significant role here. (For a more
detailed account, see, for instance, Hodson and Edwards (1997: 158-9) and Koda (2007:
220-2).)

2.2. One basic and crucial distinction one should constantly keep in mind: the objective linguistic

facts (e.g. speech signal) vs. the way the linguist chooses to represent these facts
(interpretation, construction)6. An utterance such as I am working on the phonology of the X

language is ambiguous: it may refer to the study of the sound patterns of the language (the
interpretation) as well as to the sounds patterns of the language themselves (the facts).

2.3. A good knowledge of the (areal) typology of sound systems is useful. Cf. The UCLA
Phonological Segment Inventory Database (UPSID): corpus of segment inventories of 317
languages.

2.4. Right from the beginning, while gradually eliciting data, pay particular attention to the
basic morphology of the language. Get yourself a first idea of the morphological structure
of words: roots, affixes, derivational and inflexional “processes”7 (affixation, compounding,

reduplication, etc.). Morphology may have a considerable impact on sound and sound

structure, by giving rise to morphologically-conditioned phonological alternations in
particular. (Cf. Odden (2005), chapter 7 for several excellent examples.)

2.4.1.

This involves looking at the data and figuring out which constituents of words are

consistently present with one meaning, and which other constituents are consistently
present with other meaning (Odden 2005:171). As phonological processes may affect

the actual shape of root and affixes (phonological alternations often occur at morpheme
boundaries!), this analysis is not always easy. This preliminary approach necessitates an
incessant back-and-forth between morphology and phonology.

2.5. Phonological analysis
2.5.1.

We recommend the use of the traditional notebook (and diary8), especially for the

earlier stages of data collection. The way to use the notebook will be duly illustrated in
class: the basic principle is to leave sufficient space between the entries and to make
well-considered use of both pages, left and right. (See, example hereafter.)

6

The way linguists represent the analyzed data heavily depends on the theoretical model(s) and framework(s) they adhere to.

E.g. Derivational models (processes, rules), non derivational models (constraints, schemes).
7

Note that the very commonly used term “process” implies a basic (but not necessarily correct) assumption about language

and speech production/perception.
8

The purpose of the diary is to keep track of the different tasks you accomplish and the gradually emerging hypotheses, and to

plan future work.
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¾

At some stage, however, you should start using an appropriate computer pro-

gramme (Excel®, Filemaker Pro®, Toolbox (SIL), Elan (www.lat-mpi.eu), etc.)

for more and greater efficiency9, in combination with a Unicode font (e.g. Charis

SIL, Doulos SIL10). Nevertheless, some of these programmes may have difficulties
in handling tone and segmentation problems.
NOTEBOOK (left page)

NOTEBOOK (right page)

(Use this page for comments.)

1. Entry in English

Entry in language

2. Entry in English

Entry in language

3. Entry in English

Entry in language

4. Entry in English

Entry in language

5. Etc.

2.5.2.

Use word lists (Swadesh, Greenberg, list resulting from the Loanword Typology Project

(MPI, Leipzig)11, list proposed by Holman et al. 200812, or any other appropriate list) for

elicitation of basic (core) vocabulary. [The 200-item Swadesh word list will be used in
class.]
¾

Be aware of pitfalls: words in isolation may behave differently from words in other

(more natural) contexts. Examples: final obstruent devoicing in Dutch, tone
patterns in Geviya, [HM] pattern in Gevove, low tone in many Bantu languages,
2.5.3.

etc.

Transcribe data phonetically (i.e. a narrow transcription using preferably IPA sym-

bols). Listen and observe (= watch!) very carefully. Do not mind alternative

transcriptions, especially in the beginning while tuning in to the new sound patterns.
Never erase, but cross out and correct. Do not use a pencil, use ink pens of different
colours.
¾

Phonetic detail is very important, in particular for the study of variation and
linguistic change. While focusing on functional aspects, functionalists (and

9

The use of such programmes presupposes at least some understanding of the basic structures of the language.

10

Fonts you can freely download from www.sil.org.

11

Haspelmath & Tadmor: http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/files/lwt.html (comparative study of lexical borrow-ability in the

world’s languages).
12

Holman, Wichmann, Brown, Velupillai, Müller and Bakker (2008). Explorations in automated language classification. Folia

Linguistica 42.2: 331–354.
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phonologists in general!) tend to ignore phonetic detail. (The “mere phonetics”
attitude.)
¾

Regularly, prepare checklists for sorting out your data (sounds). Checklists are

used for systematic comparison of sounds in various contexts/positions, and rely
on similarity judgments.
¾

How to handle long words (as part of segmental complexity)? Hint: work

backwards, step by step, from the end of the word up to its beginning.
¾

Other useful reference works: Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996) for a detailed

inventory and description of the sounds of the world’s languages, Ladefoged
(2003) for an introduction to instrumental phonetic fieldwork.

¾

Sound recordings: make recordings on a regular basis. Use good-quality

equipment (microphone, DAT recorder, etc.), standards to respect, sampling rate,

number of repetitions, accurate metadata, etc. For precious advice, see Ladefoged
(2003), chapter 1.
9

Create sound files of reasonable length, the ideal being one word per file
(3 repetitions). Files that are too long are difficult to handle and you
might loose precious time searching and segmenting.

9

Distinguish between general recording (working files) and specific recordings (specific tasks, specific issues).

9

Beware of effects related to (monotonous, drill-like) repetition: in some

cases it may be useful to make a bottom-up recording in addition to the
top-down one. Effects may be syntagmatic and paradigmatic.
9

Male speakers vs. female speakers: the speech signal of the first generally

present more harmonics. This difference is to be taken into account for
some types of recordings.
9

Metadata are crucial: language, date, locality, speaker, inquirer, type of
corpus/data, objective(s), link between written corpus and recording (use

a straightforward reference system), equipment used, sampling rate, file
format (.mp3, .wav, etc.), etc.
9

Change storage support (CD, DVD, etc.) regularly. Technology evolves

rapidly. Make multiple copies of your data, and store and archive them
in the right places!!!
9
2.5.4.

Take good care of your equipment. Field conditions are often far from
ideal!

You may want to start off with the suprasegmentals in order to get the “music”

right, before “adding the words” (doing both at the same time is often tough!): variation

in melody, intensity and rhythm (you may use the “hum-and-drum” method, involving
your active participation). For suprasegmentals, favour iconic transcription (see illustra-

tion on next page). Certain consultants are very good at humming or whistling the

melody. This may be extremely useful! [For practical guidelines for the documentation

6
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of prosody: Himmelmann et al. (2008). Also Yip (2002) and Ladefoged (2003) chapter
4.]

¾

All languages use pitch, to varying degrees. Note that not all languages have
contrastive pitch (i.e. tone).

¾
¾

For conditioning of pitch, see below (section 2.5.9).

Since pitch is a relative feature, it should always be studied in natural utterances.

For this reason, the use of tone frames is recommended. A tone (reference) frame
(also called “substitution frame”) is a well-chosen utterance that helps you to
identify pitch levels and pitch contours. Within this frame, words are replaced by
other words. E.g. (taken from the Vove language, Bantu, Gabon) mɛ́ni ́ki ́ [X] PP-á
wàbɔ̀ŋgwɛ̀ ‘I saw the [X] of the Pygmies’ (where PP = pronominal prefix, and

[X] = word to check). Note that the word to examine is surrounded by highpitched syllables in this example, and that this high pitch is used as a reference
point.
¾
2.5.5.

Also use checklists, in order to compare words with similarly-perceived pitch
(patterns).

While transcribing your data, get yourself a first idea of the syllable structure of the

words (number of syllables, by counting the syllable nuclei), the syllable types within
the words (open vs. closed) and the relative frequency of these structures and types.
[Preliminary approach of the syllable: first inventory, etc.]

2.5.6.

Make detailed and well-organized segment inventories/charts (C, V). Do not forget to

make inventories of suprasegmental features also, such as melodies (i.e. pitch patterns,

F0). Also keep track of the relative frequency of the isolated entities (segments, prosodic

features).
¾

It should always be kept in mind that the units linguists are looking for are not
necessarily (or: are most likely not) the units the speakers extract from the

utterances they hear. The way speakers break up the speech continuum into
smaller units may differ considerably from the way linguists segment this

continuum by using phonetic symbols. Often, there is no UNIQUE way of

segmenting the speech signal. Literacy is susceptible of influencing segmen-

tation13. Illiterate people generally obtain poor results in phoneme-substitution

tasks14. [Cf. Bybee (2001), Silverman (2006).]

13

Alphabetism has most certainly influenced phonological analysis and theory (reciprocal reinforcement). But on the other

hand, alphabets, as one possible type of writing system, have been elaborated on the basis on a possible perception of the
sound structure.
14

Bertelson et al. (1985), Morais et al. (1986), Read, Zhang, Nie & Ding (1986), Scholes and Willis (1991).
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¾

In general, it is useful to make different inventories, one for each relevant
position. E.g. C1V1C2V2.

¾
2.5.7.

Each inventory should be as complete as possible: units (simples and complex),

phonetic features.

Interpret ambivalent data by matching them with univalent sound patterns of the

language: (potentially) complex segments (unit/sequence?)15, segments ambivalent as

for the C/V distinction16.
¾
2.5.8.

Interpretation usually allows to simplify the initial inventories. Data may need to
be rewritten.

Examine phonetic similarity17. Phonetic similarity is not always easy to define. It may

be defined in articulatory or auditory (acoustic) terms or both. For consonants: place of

articulation, manner, phonation type, etc. For vowels: openness, front/back, liprounding, position of soft palate, etc.
¾

It is strongly recommended to think in terms of sound categories (e.g. C/V,

obstruents, sonorants, nasals, palatalized consonants, front vowels, nasalized
vowels, etc.) and relations between categories, instead of using sound pairs (the
so-called “suspect pairs”). Sounds that belong to the same (articulatory or

acoustic) category tend to present similar phonological “behaviour”. Cf. The
2.5.9.

concepts of natural class and sound feature in phonological theory.

Study the distribution of the sounds: i.e. the sum of the different positions in which

they may occur. The principle aim of this study is to examine the relations between the

sounds of the language (individual sounds, sounds categories), especially between the
phonetically most similar ones: (paradigmatic) contrast, variation (free, allophonic),
alternation18. [Note that this is a particularly time-consuming stage and therefore a

computer programme may be extremely helpful.]
¾

Reminder:
9
9

(Vertical) contrast: a sound substitution that changes word meaning.

Allophonic variation: two (or more) phonetically similar sounds that are in

complementary distribution (i.e. that appear in mutually exclusive phonetic
environments).

9

15

Free variation: a sound substitution that does not change word meaning.

E.g. Secondary articulations (labialized, palatalized, velarized, glottalized sounds, etc.), affricates, labiovelars, pre- or post-

nasalised consonants, trills, long segments, diphthongs. It should however be noted that sounds that surface as complex units
may derive from underlying sequences.
16
17

Semivowels and close vowels.
It should however be noted that Silverman (2006:92) advocates strong caution in employing phonetic similarity as a

diagnostic for linguistic relatedness (i.e. linguistic categorization). According to this author, phonetic similarity is not
(necessarily) isomorphic with functional identity.
18

Silverman (2006:87) underlines that all that matters to learners (and speakers) is the consequences the sound substitution

have for word meaning, and that functional identity overrides physical similarity in the determination of category membership
or non-membership. (Phonological symbols represent categories. The question is to what extent these categories match the
ones acquired/used by the speakers.)
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¾

Minimal pairs (MP), as the most perfect proof of contrast in identical context), or

near-minimal pairs (NMP), which show contrast in analogous context, may be rare
in certain languages, especially in languages where long (polysyllabic) words are

predominant. If no (or few) MPs and no clear sign of variation can be found:

adopt the principle of presumption of contrast. Incidentally, this principle may
also be regarded as a general principle or guideline.

¾

In a rigorous perspective, words that form MPs (or NMP) should ideally belong to
the same grammatical category (because of their ability to commute in identical
or similar grammatical contexts, to potentially belong to the same paradigm).

¾

Contrast may not occur in all available positions, so you should stay alert. Study
very carefully all the positions19.

¾

Phonetically similar sounds that are in complementary distribution are regarded
as allophonic variants of the same phoneme. N.B. There is more allophonic varia-

tion than meets the ear: seemingly negligible sound differences.

¾

Factors that may give rise to allophonic variation:
9

Vowels and consonants: position in word or syllable, immediate vocalic and/
or consonantal environment (assimilation, dissimilation, coalescence), more
remote segments (vowel harmony, consonant harmony, etc.), stress.

9

Vowel length: stress (giving rise to longer duration), subsequent voiced consonant (most frequently obstruent) in coda position.

9

Tone (i.e. pitch): stress (higher pitch), vowel quality (vowel height, in particular), consonantal environment (manner, voice, phonation type), syllable

shape (open vs. closed), adjacent tones (assimilation, dissimilation, coalescence/merger), syllable type (open vs. closed).

¾

Variation also implies variation among speakers (sex differences, age differences,
etc.): this kind of variation is a topic that is increasingly occupying the attention
of phonologists. For a good overview, see Kerswill & Shockey (2007).

2.5.10. Build the phoneme inventories: the phonemes (C/V), the distinctive features, all

together organized in charts/tables. For each phoneme identified: provide list of
allophones and their contexts. (As a matter of fact, you may prefer rules to express

generalisations about categories of segments, but this clearly implies a specific

theoretical position about how variation is encoded/generated.) Information about
natural sound classes (identical or similar behaviour in the speech continuum) is to be
used for organizing the phoneme inventory.
¾

Some phonemes may be marginal, for various reasons. Check whether they are
restricted to certain types of words, e.g. onomatopoeic words, (recent) loanword.
In several West-African languages /p/ only occurs in ideophones.

19

Silverman (2006) considers it is a serious mistake to employ our alphabetic writing system (including IPA) as a model of

phonological structure (p. 53). Contrastive sound substitution involves numerous phonetic changes that cannot be localized in
the speech stream in the way that alphabetic writing suggests (p. 31).
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¾

It may be difficult to incorporate syllabic segments, especially homorganic
syllabic nasals being, underlyingly, an underspecified nasal. Such segments may
be listed after the inventories.

¾

Are there any “gaps” in the inventory/inventories?20 Is there an overall stability?

What are the best represented categories? And the least represented categories?
Is this what you expect from a typological or areal point of view?

¾

Are there any typologically deviant traits or categories? If so, you may want to
reconsider your analysis. The latter may be right but you will need (very) solid
arguments to justify it.

¾

What is the consonant-to-vowel ratio?21 According to Maddieson (1984), the

number of vowels and the number of consonants of (most) languages are
positively correlated, which may be regarded as quite surprising.

¾

Note that in some recent approaches (Bybee (2001), etc.) phonemes do not exist
as units [in the lexicon]; the phenomena that phonemes are intended to describe
are relations among parts of the phonetic continuum.

¾

Articulatory/gestural Phonology (Browman and Goldstein, 1992) assumes that
every utterance consists of a series of gestures rather than phonemes.

2.5.11. Syllables (the return!): a more in-depth approach of the syllable and possible syllable
sequences is necessary and at this stage you are likely to have a better general picture.
¾

Try to define the syllable (σ) in phonological terms: TBU? Stress-bearing unit?
Timing unit? Other?

¾

Types of syllables: Build the inventory. Represent each type as a scheme, e.g. CV,

CCV, CVCC, V, C̩. For every type, determine the available positions (onset,

nucleus, coda) and segmental categories that may occupy these positions. There
may be more or less important phonotactic (combinatorial) constraints. For each
type, determine its relative frequency. What is the canonical type? (Frequency.)
9

What is the (relative) degree of complexity of the syllable-type inventory?

How does this complexity (or absence of complexity) relate to the complexity
of the segmental inventories?
9

What about syllabification and resyllabification rules? Does the Maximum
Onset Principle apply?22 What is the syllabification domain? (The word or

another phonological constituent?)
9

Does the distribution of sound categories within the syllable respect the
sonority profile23?

¾

Syllable structure of words (belonging to different grammatical categories): study
the number of syllables (maximum, minimum), the distribution of the above-

identified types within the sequences (possible phonotactic restrictions); give the

20

Cf. Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005: 31).

21

Cf. Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005: 27-8).

22

Cf. Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005: 137), for instance.

23

Cf. Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005: 138-9), for instance.
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patterns (schemes), e.g. /CV.CV/, /V.CVC/, /CCV.CCVCC/. Make statements

about the relative frequency of syllable structures: one-syllable word, two-

syllable words, etc. What is the canonical structure? (Frequency.) Interaction
with tone, stress? If relevant, restrictions, placement of stress. (Also see 2.5.12.)

¾

Syllabic consonants may need interpretation. E.g. A syllabic nasal may derive
from an underlying NV (or VN) sequence.

¾

N.B. The syllable is not necessarily a relevant unit in all languages: Hyman
(Gokana language, Nigeria). Also Evins & Levinson (2009).

2.5.12. Try to define the phonological word (ω): What are its boundaries? What is its place
and function in higher units? Are there any phonotactic restrictions within the
phonological word? Is there interaction between tone and word, stress and word?

2.5.13. If relevant, present the inventory of tones (the distinctive units24, and the levels), but

also the patterns if the tone domain is the word or any other unit above the syllable.
Make accurate statements about the phonetic realization of each of the contrastive
units. Make statements about tone classes (related to number of melodies/patterns).

Make statements about relative frequencies of the various tone melodies/patterns. Make
statements about the domain of tone (TBUs: tone-bearing units): mora, syllable, word?
Make statements about conditioned variation of tone.
¾

The analysis of tone (tonology) and stress is often complex and time-consuming.

For the analysis of tone (theoretical and practical aspects), see Yip (2002) to get

started. For the representation of tone, see i.a. Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005:
chapter 9).
¾

When there is contrastive tone in the language, determine whether tone is used
to create lexical distinctions, grammatical distinctions, or both.

¾

Tones may have variants (allotones). If so, give an accurate description of these

variants and their distribution.
¾

Contrastive tones may have may have more or less important restrictions as for
their position in the word (or any higher unit).

¾

Can contour tones ne analyzed as the results of two (or more) underlying register

tones?

¾

Is there any evidence of floating tones (i.e. underlyingly not associated tones)? In
tone languages, floating low tones may trigger cases of downstep or the
appearance of mid tones.

2.5.14. Make statements about stress and, if relevant, prosodic length: their function in the

language (distinctive, demarcative, expressive, pragmatic/discourse). Make statements
about the domains of these phenomena.

2.5.15. Study the distribution of the phonemes (and no longer of the individual sounds)

within the syllable, but also within the phonological word. Search for phonotactic
constraints (restrictions): i.e. contextual neutralisation, vowel harmony, consonant harmony, etc. If relevant, make statements about these phenomena (domain, features

24

Also called “melodies” by some phonoligists.
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involved, etc.). Make statements about the frequency of the phonemes in each position
(i.e. frequency within the lexicon).
¾

A position may be phonologically or morphologically determined, e.g. CpfxVpfx+
C1V1C2V2.

¾

Try to find out what is the most appropriate solution for your language.

2.5.16. Study phonological alternations. Morphology imposes constraints on phonological

patterns. Distinguish between regular alternations and irregular alternations. Regular
alternations may still be productive in the language.
¾

Pay special attention to the phonological and morphological environments. In
derivational approaches, one has to choose the underlying term of the alternation.

2.5.17. Are there any features presenting prosodic (suprasegmental, autosegmental) behaviour, at syllable, morpheme or word (or any other) level? If so, does it concern short-

range or long-range phenomena?
¾
¾

What is the domain of the spreading?

Are there any barriers to spreading within this domain: segments blocking the
process?

2.5.18. Explore larger stretches of speech in order to study the so-called postlexical phonology of the language25, i.e. certain phonological phenomena that occur beyond word-

level (especially, deletions, assimilations, dissimilations as well as cases of coalescence/
merger, e.g. between a segment in word-final position and a segment in word-initial

position). Postlexical phonology concerns both segmental and supra-segmental phonology (i.a. intonation, tone, stress patterns).
¾

For tone languages: if there is downdrift, to what extent? How does this
phenomenon interfere with the realization of tone? Etc.

¾

For tone languages: many tone languages present a phenomenon known as tone
perturbation (i.e. tone sandhi). Tone may be perturbed by the phonological

environment (preceding or following tone(s)) or by the morphological environment (surrounding morphemes) due to an overlap between grammar and
phonology. In both cases, give rules.

2.5.19. Study the mechanisms governing the integration of (recent and older) loans: see, for

instance, Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005), chapter 3 (Making the form fit, process of
nativization), but more specifically Smith (2007) on contact phonology (loanword

phonology), areal influence, dialect mixing, language mixing and “simplification” due

to pidzinization/creolization. Contact phonology is particularly relevant in the presentday context of globalization and language endangerment.
Alternatives analyses

In many cases, alternative, competing hypotheses may come up. How to choose between these
hypotheses? Here are some basic guidelines:
25

Cf. Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005: 109-20), for instance.
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9

As a rule, simplicity, naturalness (in phonetic terms) and generality are good criteria for

determining which one of the analyses is superior to the other(s).
9

Another dimension to take into account is typological evidence, and typological plausibility in

particular.
9

In some cases, however, it may not be possible to find any compelling reasons for selecting
one analysis over the other(s). In these cases, you simply have to accept that both analyses
are equally plausible (i.e. situation of indeterminacy) in the current state-of-affairs.

9

It is also important to take into consideration the factual predictions (if x, then y) made by the
competing analyses. You may not have the necessary data to check these predictions, but
data collected later on may allow you to do so. For this reason it is important to keep these
predictions in mind, in order to be able to test them against new, upcoming data.

9

You also may have a look at how similar phenomena have been analyzed in neighbouring

languages, but such a comparative approach, which may be very revealing as for common
descent, for instance, does not have a compelling character.
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Appendix 1: Ethnolinguistic Profile Fang Consultant (Leiden – July 2010)
Name(s) consultant

Pither MEDJO MVE

Pither: first name (Christian name).
MEDJO: first patronym.

MVE: second patronym (meaning “son of MVE”).
Sex

Male

Date and place of birth

18/04/1966 in Bitam (Gabon, Ntem Department, Province of

Ethnic affiliation: clan, lineage

Fang (patrilineal affiliation).

Woleu-Ntem)26.

Clan: Essa-Touk.

Lineage: Mendene (m'Ekouma) (= name of father of paternal
grandfather.

For a Fang man it is formally forbidden to marry (1) a woman
from the same clan and (2) a woman from his mother’s clan.
“Mother” tongue (or first language)

Fang ntumu [fɑ̃ ntumu], the Fang variety spoken in the
vicinity of Bitam. Fang is his “parents’ tongue”.
¾

Fang is a Bantu language that has been classified as

A75 (Guthrie, 1948 & 1967-71). (See below, Appendix

4.) In Gabon, it is spoken by some 350,000 individuals
(i.e. one third of the entire population). Fang is also
spoken in Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea and the
Republic of the Congo.
¾

Notice that “Fang” is an exonym that may have its

origin in Mpongwe, another Bantu language spoken in
Gabon.
¾

The 400 to 600 Bantu languages belong to the NigerCongo phylum and are spoken in the major part of

Sub-Saharan Africa (20 countries, approx. 100 million
speakers).
¾
¾

“Bantu” means: ‘people’.

They are particularly known for their

(grammaticalized) noun class system. (See below,
Appendix 3.)
¾

Meinhof (1857-1944), Guthrie (1903-1972) and

Meeussen (1912-1978) contributed to the elaboration
of a long list of lexical and grammatical

reconstructions (Ur-Bantu, Common Bantu, ProtoBantu). (See below, Appendix 3.)

26

For maps and pictures, see Appendix 4.
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¾
¾

Bantu expansion started approx. 4,000 YBP.

Bantu territory: linguistic homogeneity, cultural
heterogeneity.

Other languages spoken

French (official language of Gabon, used in school and for
administrative purposes), English. Both learned in school,
French first.

Time spent in the language
community

Small village (Awoa) till the age of 5, then Bitam village up till
the age of 15 (age at which Pither entered college in

Libreville). Baccalauréat in 1985. From 1985 to 1989: twoyear study of Modern literature, followed by study of

Linguistic scoiences at the Omar Bongo University of Libreville
(Maîtrise).
Time spent outside the community
(longer stays elsewhere in the
country or abroad)

Condition in which the language

Studies (DEA and PhD in Linguistics) and jobs in Lyon (19901997). Back in France since 2008.

Natural and continuous exposure to Fang. Before the age of 5:

was acquired

Fang only, in the village. Gradual acquisition of French in the

Profession, social position

Linguist, assistant professor.

Name(s) father consultant

Clément MVE MEDJO

Date and place of birth

1942 († 1977) in Awoua (= village between Bitam and Oyem,

Ethnic affiliation: clan, lineage

Fang.

educational system.

in the Province of Woleu-Ntem, Gabon)
Clan: Essa-Touk (same clan as Pither).

Lineage: Mendene (m'Ekouma) (= name of her paternal
grandfather).
“Mother” tongue (or first language)

Fang ntumu.

Other languages spoken

French.

Profession, social position

Accountant’s assistant, store manager, then employed as

Name(s) mother consultant

Catherine OBONO ALLO’O

Date and place of birth

1944 in Thoh-Eyie (village), Gabon.

Ethnic affiliation: clan, lineage

Fang ntumu.

accountant in a company.

Clan: Yemessomo.

Lineage: Medzegue (me Nkulu). Name of mother’s father:
Allo'o Medzegue.
“Mother” tongue (or first language)

Fang.
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Other languages spoken

French.

Profession, social position

Involved in trade activities.

Pither MEDJO MVE
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Appendix 2: Proto-Bantu phonology and noun morphology
Data taken from:

Schadeberg, Thilo C. (2003). Historical linguistics. In Nurse, Derek and Philippson, Gérard (eds.) The
Bantu Languages. London: Routledge, 143-63.

Phonology

The reconstructed sound system.
A. Consonants.

p

t

b

d/l

mp

nt

m

mb

c

n

y/j

g

ɲc

ŋk

ɲ

nd

k

ɲj

ŋg

Notice: No fricatives have been reconstructed, but s/z are likely candidates for c/j. Prenasalized
consonants (homorganicity!) occur word-initially where prenasalization represents the nominal
prefixes of classes 9 and 10. In stems, NCs occur as C2 but not as C1 except for *mʊ=ntʊ ‘person’.

Voiceless NCs are rare in stems even in C2 position.
B. Vowels (both short and long): 7V.
i

ɪ

e

a

o

ʊ

u

Noun morphology

PB nominal and pronominal prefixes (NP, PP).
Class

NPx

PPx

Class

NPx

PPx

1

mʊ-

jʊ-

11

lʊ-

lʊ́-

2

ba-

bá-

12

ka-

ká-

4

mɪ-

gɪ ́-

14

bʊ-

3

5

mʊi- (lɪ-)

6

ma-

8

bi-

N-

7

9

10

kɪ-

N-

gʊ́-

13

lɪ ́-

15

gá-

tʊ-

tʊ́-

kʊ-

kʊ́-

bʊ́-

16 (loc.)

pa-

pá-

bí-

18 (loc.)

mʊ-

mʊ́-

jí-

(24 loc.)

(ɪ-)

kɪ ́-

17 (loc.)

jɪ-

19

kʊ-

pi-

kʊ́-

pí-

(ɪ ́-)

The most common noun class pairings (i.e. two-class genders: singular/plural) are: 1/2 (humans),
3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/10, 12/13, 15/6, 19/13. There are also one-class genders: 6 (liquids), 14
(various), 15 (or 17) (infinitives), locative classes 16-18.
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Appendix 3: Proto-Bantu lexicon

A list of reconstructions based on a 92-item word list from c. 550 Bantu languages (BLR2). N.B. Most
of these reconstructions very likely have PB status. Low tone (L) not marked. Data taken from:

Schadeberg, Thilo C. (2003). Historical linguistics. In Nurse, Derke and Philippson, Gérard (eds.) The
Bantu Languages. London: Routledge, 143-63.

Gloss

PB

Gram

‘all’

*=nce

(PPx-o-)

‘arm’

*kʊ=bóko

N 15/6

‘ashes’

*mʊ=tó (=tói ?)

N 3 (14)

dust, soil, ashes

*i=bú

N 5 (3, 6)

‘bark (skin)’

*i=gʊla

N5

*kɪ=kʊ́kʊ́

N7

*lʊ=pʊ́

N 11

*i=bumo

N5

*i=tʊmbo

N5

*=néne

Adj.

*=néne-p-a

V

‘belly’
‘big’

*=nén-a

V

‘bird’

*ka=jʊni

N 12/13 (9/10)

‘bite’

*=lʊ́m-a

V

‘black’

*=jíl-a

V

*=jíl-ʊ

Adj.

*pi

Ideo., Adj.

*i=piipí

N5

‘blood’

*ma-gilá

N6

< avoid

*=gil-a

V

*ma-gadí

N6

*=gadí

N 9, 6

*mʊ=lopa

N3

< oil palm, palm oil

*ma=ɲínga

N6

‘bone’

*i=kúpa

N 5/6

‘breasts’

*ma=béele

N (5)/6

‘burn, be hot’

*=lʊng-ʊl-a

V

*=pɪ ́-a

V

‘cloud’

*i=lʊnde

N 5/6

‘cold’

*mʊ=didi

N3

*=didim-a

V

cool

*=pól-a

V

‘come’

*=jij-a

V

‘die’

*=kú-a

V

‘dog’

*=mbʊ́a

N 9/10

‘drink’

*=ɲó-a

V

*=jʊ́m-a

V

*=jʊ́m-u

Adj.

‘dry’
‘ear’

*kʊ=tʊ́i

N 15/6

‘eat’

*=lɪ ́-a

V

‘egg’

*i=gɪ ́

N 5/6

‘eye’

*i=jíco

N 5/6

‘fat’

*ma=kúta

N6
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Gloss

PB

Gram

‘feather’

*lʊ=cála

N 11 (5/6)

‘fire’

*mʊ=jóto

N 3/4

< warm oneself

*=jót-a

V

(< burn; v.s.)

*tʊ=pɪ ́-a

N 13

*tʊ=jíja

N 13

mʊ=lɪlo

N3

‘fish’

*ncúɪ

N 9/10

‘flea’

*ndá

N 9/10

‘fly’

*=gʊl-ʊk-a

V

‘full’

*=jíjal-a

V

‘give’

*=pá-a

V
V

‘go’

*=gɪ-a

‘good’

*=jijá

Adj.

‘ground’; (below)’

*(pa-)ncɪ ́

N (16+) 9

‘hair’

*=cíti (LL?)

N (class?)

*lʊ=cʊkɪ ́

N 11/10

*lʊ=jʊɪ ́lɪ ́ (ɪ ~ e)

N 11/10

‘head’

*mʊ=tʊ́e

N 3/4

‘hear’

*=jígu-a

V

‘heart’ (> liver)

*mʊ=tɪ ́ma

N 3/4

‘horn’

*lʊ=pémbé

N 11/10

(object made from horn)

*mʊ=céngo

N 3/4

‘kill’
‘knee’

*=bʊl(-ag)-a

V

*=jíp(-ag)-a

V

*i=dúɪ ́ (HL?)

N 5/6

*i=bóngó

N 5/6

*=jíjɪ(b-a)

V

*=maɲ-a

V

‘leaf’

*i=jáni (tone?)

N 5/6

‘leg’

*kʊ=gʊlʊ

N 15/6

‘lie, sleep’

*=lá-al-a

V

‘liver’ (see also ‘heart’)

*=balɪ

N (class?)

‘long, far, long ago’

*=lai

Adj.

*=lai-p-a

V

‘man, husband’

*mʊ=lʊ́me

N 1/2; Adj.

*=jíngɪ ́

Adj.
N 9/10

‘know’

(< bite, v.s.)
‘many’
‘meat, animal’

*ɲama

‘moon’ (< ‘white’, v.i.)

*kʊ=jédi

N 15/6, 3/4

‘mountain, hill’

*lʊ=gʊlʊ

N 11/10

< top, sky

*i-gʊlʊ (~ LH)

N5

‘mouth’

*ka=nʊa

N 12

lip, mouth

*mʊ=lomo

N 3/4

‘nail’ (finger)

*lʊ=jála

N 11/10

‘name’

*i=jína

N 5/6

‘neck’

*nkíngó

N 9/10

nape

*nkoti

N 9/10

‘new’ (< ‘burn’, v.s.)

*=pɪ ́-a (HH?)

Adj.

‘night, 24 hour period’

*bʊ=tíkʊ (í ~ ú)

N 14

‘nose’

*i=jʊ́lʊ

N 5/6

‘one’

*=moi

Num.
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Gloss

PB

Gram

‘path’

*njɪla (LH?)

N 9/10

‘person’

*mʊ=ntʊ

N 1/2

‘rain’

*mbúlá

N 9/10

‘red’ (substance)

*nkʊla

N9

red soil

*nkʊ́ndʊ́

N9

*=tɪl-a (tone?)

V

‘root, fibre’

*mʊ=di

N 3/4

‘round’ (be, make)

*=bʊ́lʊng-a

V

make round and smooth

*=kʊ́lʊng-a

V

‘sand’

*mʊ=céké

N3

*i=cenga (e ~ a)

N5

‘say, quote’

*=tɪ

V

do, say

*=gɪl-a

V

speak, answer

*=gamb-a

V

‘see’

*=bón-á (b ~ m)

V

‘seed’

*mbʊ́to

N 10

‘sit’

*=jikal-a

V

‘skin, strap, cloth’

*=kánda

N 3/4, …

skin, strap, bark

*mʊ=kóbá

N 3/4, …

skin, cloth

*ngʊ́bo

N 9/10

‘sleep’ (n.)

*tʊ=ló

N 13

‘small’

*=(kée)kée

Adj.

‘smoke’ (n.)

*=kée-p-a

V

*mʊ=jíki (í ~ ó)

N 3/4

‘stand’

*=jɪ ́m(-al)-a

V

‘star’

*ɲéɲe(di)

N 9/10

‘stone’

*i=bʊe

N 5/6

stone, iron ore

*i=tále

N 5/6

‘sun’

*i=jʊ́ba

N5

‘swim, bathe’

*=jóg-a

V

‘tail’

*mʊ=kɪ ́la

N 3/4

‘tongue’

*lʊ=lɪ ́mi

N 11/10

‘tooth’

*i=jíno

N 5/6

molar

*i=gego

N 5/6

‘tree’

*mʊ=tɪ ́

N 3/4

‘two’

*=balɪ ́ (a ~ ɪ)

Num.

‘walk’

*=gend-a

V

‘warm, hot’ (< ‘burn’, v.s.)

*=pɪ ́-ʊ

Adj.

‘water’

*ma=jíjɪ

N6

water, pool

*i=diba (HH?)

N 5/6

‘what’

*kɪ=í

N7

where, which

*pa=í

N 16

‘white, bright’

*=jél-a

V

*=jél-ʊ

Adj.

*pe (tone?)

Ideo.

‘who’

*n(d)ai (tone?)

Inv.

‘woman, wife’

*mʊ=kádí

N 1/2
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Appendix 4: Maps and pictures

Gabon (west-central Africa)

Village of Bitam (1)

Fang mask (Ngil)

Village of Bitam (2)

Fang harp and funerary statuette
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Traditional Fang warriors. (Photography taken by Capt. A. Cottet.)
Museum of Mankind, Paris.

Source: www.africarte.it/.../Fang%20del%20Gabon.JPG

Traditional Mvai (Fang subgroup) three-loop headdress.
Photography by Capt. A. Cottes, around 1908.
(Mission Cottes, South Cameroon.)
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Major language phyla in Africa.
Source: www.wikipedia.org.

Geolinguistic classification of the Bantu languages.

SIL: updated version, based on Guthrie (1948, 1967-71).
Source: www.sil.org.
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The position of Bantu within Niger-Congo
Schadeberg (2003): Adapted from Williamson and Blench (2000)
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The Bantu languages of Gabon. References: Guthrie (1967-71).
Map: DDL, Lyon.
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